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VISION
Modern aims to build a community of confident, global leaders with 
social conscience and national pride, committed to excellence and 
continuous learning.

MISSION
• To strive for excellence in academics, sports, creative pursuits and 

skills.

• To provide the best infrastructure and technology in emerging fields 
of study and knowledge.

• To constantly raise our benchmarks to integrate our culture and 
heritage with the best education in the world.

• To provide the best facilities and training to our teachers.

• To promote core human values and practice inclusivity and service 
through academic and socially relevant programmes, engaging all 
stakeholders.

THE 
SCHOOL 
CREST

Our core belief is:
uk;ekRek cyghusu yH;%
Self realisation cannot be 
achieved by  the weak willed.

The school crest signifies the circle of eternity 
crossed by the three elements in human 
development of body, mind and spirit, the sun 
shining between the triangle and the circle. 
Inside the triangle there is a banyan tree to 
represent stability and firmness of character, the 
swan and the lotus represent refinement, culture 
and the arts which are fundamental to human 
development.

CORE 
BELIEF



Education is a process that nurtures the decision making 
ability in students to meet life’s challenges. Modern 

School’s endeavour is to facilitate an environment rooted  
in ethics and values to help every child discover his/her 

own self-belief to accomplish what one wishes.

Shri Ashok Pratap Singh is the man who 

envisioned to take Modern School’s 100 

year legacy in education to students 

beyond the boundaries of Delhi. A Science 

Post-Graduate from Cambridge University 

UK, an entrepreneur and an educationist, 

Mr. Singh is a visionary under whose 

leadership, Modern School’s philosophy 

has been continuously nurtured to enable 

it to sustain as one of the top most schools 

in India even after 100 years of its 

existence. Integrating the ideals of modern 

education with traditional and rich human 

values is Mr. Singh’s vision  for education in 

India. He always says :

gekjs
iFk izn’kZd



“To provide education which is rich in 
human values while keeping pace with 
the modern times”, was the ideology 
foresighted by Lala Raghubir Singh 
in 1920, which continues to guide 
the leadership of Modern School in 
nurturing and mentoring our students.

The perspective of the Principal, 
while heading the school, is defined in 
following words:

Our
Principal

Our approach to education is to create lifelong learners 
by inculcating a passion for curiosity & original thinking 
among the students. I warmly invite you to discover what 

makes Modern so special for your child.



About
School
The Modern School, Faridabad in 
association with Modern School, 
Barakhamba Road, is a renowned  
Co-Ed, Nursery to 12th, CBSE 
Affiliated school.



Modern’s
Approach
Modern School has always been 
known as an Institution for creating 
educational environment for 
development of its students into 
passionate global citizens who are 
fearless, responsible, confident and 
are also enriched with human values.



Our
Infrastructure
Spread over approx 8.25 acres & in 

an ever expanding mode, The Modern 

School  has been designed in the most 

sustainable & eco-friendly manner with 

State-of-the-Art architecture, Lush Green 

Atmosphere, Bright-Airy-Smart Class 

Rooms, Excellent Indoor & Outdoor 

sports facilities being the key features of 

infrastructure along with all other 

required facilities & amenities.        



Academics
at Modern
Good academics are the foundation 
of any school and our heritage of 
instilling academia goes back to our 
basic teaching principle :

Our teachers, through their continued 
guidance enable the unravelling of 
potential in each individual student to 
ignite his/her originality and nurture 
the zeal for achieving what one is 
focused upon.

We facilitate.  
We do not instruct



Our
Sports
Sports facilitate the development of 
a peaceful mind, healthy body, sharp 
intellect and social skills. Our motto 
is to promote every student to play 
at least one sport, be it outdoors or 
indoors.
  
Students who have a thirst for 
specializing in any particular sport 
are offered mentorship and guidance 
through special sports programmes 
to achieve excellence in their chosen 
fields.



Multifaceted  
Development at Modern
Every child has a unique combination of varied intelligence. Thus, we encourage 
our students to participate in a multitude of co-curricular activities offered beyond 
classroom learning to unravel their own competencies. We strive to create a space 
where children can speak their minds, express their hearts and explore their souls.



Student
Safety
Parents’ trust is our responsibility 
and we go to every length to ensure 
our children’s safety, through Police 
verified staff, security guards, CCTV 
cameras, electric fencing and all other 
necessary measures for safety.

Our vigilant team ensures a safe and 
secure environment for our students in 
the school.



Transport
Facilities
To ensure a safe and enjoyable travel, the school 
has its own air-conditioned buses managed by 
trained drivers and personnel sensitized to the 
needs of children. Our buses are equipped with 
facilities of CCTV, GPS tracking technology and 
medical care. We have trained female security staff 
on board with complete background checks for 
taking care of our students.



Human
Values

Industrial
Exposure

Tours &
Excursion

Student Exchange
Program

Cultural
Values

Social & Civil
Responsibilities

Conferences
& Delegations

Global
Exposure

Beyond 
Schooling
Our aim is to drive motivation to 
take our students beyond the rigid 
structures of classroom learning and 
present new ideas and programmes 
by providing them opportunities of 
practical learning in industrial/service 
sector atmosphere, student exchange 
programmes with foreign countries, 
community engagements, experiential 
learning and field experiences. 
Witnessing the real-life application 
of classroom theories helps enrich 
our students’ overall educational 
experience.



AMJAD ALI KHAN
Classical Sarod Player

SHEKHAR KAPUR
Film Director

GAUTAM GAMBHIR
Indian Cricketer

DR. NARESH TREHAN
Heart Surgeon

BARKHA DUTT
Indian Journalist

DR. VINAY KUMARAN
Surgical Gastroenterologist and 
Liver Transplant Surgeon

DR. ARVIND LAL
Chairman, Lal Path Labs

ARUN SHOURIE
 Indian Author

PRATAP CHANDRA LAL
Former Chief Indian Air-Force

VIKRAM CHANDRA
TV Journalist

TANIA SACHDEV
Chess Wizard

BHUPINDER NATH KIRPAL
Former Chief Justice of India

ASHISH DHAWAN
Founder, Ashoka University

SANJAY KISHAN KAUL
Supreme Court Judge

DR. BHARAT RAM
Leading Indian Industrialist

KHUSHWANT SINGH
Indian Author

Our  
Eminent Alumni 
Although it is difficult to list every Modern alumni 
who has distinguished himself/herself with notable 
achievements in varied fields, here is an illustrative list 
of a few among our vast network of famous alumni:



“A modernite is a strong willed human who 
with his attitude and firm will power is able 
to overcome all the hindrances in life with a 
victory. He is a person who stands apart in a 
crowd.”

Aditya Sharma – S5B

“A modernite is always ready to lend a 
helping hand to others irrespective of age, 
class, caste, religion as the real religion of a 
Modernite is selflessness & I am proud to be 
a Modernite.”

Ishaan Narang - S5B

“Earlier, I used to be lip locked in my 
previous school. As soon as I entered 
this school, my teachers encouraged me, 
prepared me and made my confidence level 
rise. I like that the school takes out the talent 
of every student even if it is buried inside 
him/her.”

Bhoomika Aggarwal – S4B

“Modern has inducted in me the qualities of 
being fearless, helpful, confident, focused, 
well behaved and disciplined to move ahead 
in future and reach my goals.”

Armaan Sharma - S5B

“Latest technology is used to inculcate the 
concepts. Even after school hours, they are 
always ready to help on a phone call.”

Shourya Garg – S1A

“Students are given equal opportunities 
according to his or her talent. If I did any 
mistake, my teacher would politely tell me 
the right way. It helped me to get up on the 
stage and perform.”

Bhavya Soni – S1B

“Daily in the assembly, our Principal tells 
us about values and various motivational 
speeches are given. Teachers take up 
personal classes to explain us different 
morals of life.”

Yash Gahlot – S6C

“They transformed me, a mediocre student 
to an academic achiever, a good debater and 
a selfless human. “No matter what happens, 
must speak and must learn” is what the 
school believes in.”

Rudraksh S. Joshi

“The concepts which are explained through 
videos, games, quizzes, group activities etc. 
are found very exciting and more & more 
children try to understand the concepts in a 
fun way.”

Lochan – S2B

“The bond between teachers and students is 
more like that between parents and children. 
I have become the best version of myself. 
The level of confidence has increased a lot.”

Aastha- S4A

A Word from 
Our Students...



A Word From 
Our Parents...
“I always wanted him to be the good Human 
first and the ethics and the moral values that 
you guys are imprinting in these tiny tots are 
really fulfilling the same.”

By: Mrs. Pallavi Batta
Parent of: Keyan Kumar

“I have felt a lot of difference in my child 
since the day she has joined. She is always 
ready to take up responsibilities. She is 
getting improved in both scholastic and co-
scholastic areas.”

By: Mr. Sachin Maheshwari
Parent of: Estuti Maheshwari

“We are really happy to see the culture and 
value system of the school. Many creative 
and innovative activities are being taken up 
by the teachers which have made my son 
think out of the box.”

By: Mr. Ekant Chadda
Parent of: Tijil Chadda

“The Modern has given wings to fly! A 
platform to explore the various aspects of life 
without the fear of failure. Self-esteem and 
confidence to stand up for what he believes.”

By: Mr. Inder Pal Singh
Parent of: Jasnaam Singh

“There is freedom to express your choices & 
interests and discipline to pursue it.”

By: Mrs. Seema Kumar
Parent of: Asmit Kumar

“I greatly appreciate the efforts by the 
teachers in your Nursery and KG classes. 
They truly fulfil the criteria of nurturing the 
students. Kids at such tender age require an 
overall nurturing more than academics. And I 
have witnessed all this. Not only academics, 
but stage exposure, conversing in class with 
teachers, sharing jokes and what not ! I now 
see my son as a more confident, friendly and 
jovial child. “No other school can provide 
better Kindergarten than yours.”

Mrs. Goma Dabas Gupta
Parent of: Yuvaan Gupta

“I feel proud to send my wards to such a 
place. Even your teachers are a blessing for 
kids.”

By: Mrs. Meenu Poddar
Parent of: Vikunth Poddar

“The most significant change that I have seen 
in her is that she enjoys coming to school 
and is also very excited to participate in all 
activities.”

By: Mrs. Aprajita Roy
Parent of: Aahana Srivastava

“The school has given a lot of confidence, 
values, ethics, cultural knowledge and most 
importantly education with a big smile to my 
child. Happy to make my child a ‘Modernite’.”

By: Mrs. Praveen Jaglan
Parent of: Akshay Jaglan



As 
Time 
Rolled on...

1920 - The journey begins, Daryaganj 1953 - S. Radhakrishnan 1957 - Dalai Lama’s visit

1935 - Mahatma Gandhi’s visit 1961 - RSJMS, Humayun Road 1975 - Modern School, Vasant Vihar1933 - Modern School, Barakhamba Road

1950 - Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru’s visit 2014 - The Modern School, ECNCR-Delhi 2016 - The Modern School, Faridabad1936 - Rabindranath Tagore’s visit



• Located in the midst of BPTP township.

• Just 10 minutes drive from Bata Chowk Metro Station 
and 2.5 km from Mathura Road Highway.

The 
Modern 
School

Sector 85, Faridabad, Haryana - 121002

+91 129 2400300, +91 9540028312/13/14

modern@modernschoolfbd.com

www.modernschoolfbd.com



M O D E R N  S C H O O L
ESTD. IN 1920

BY LALA RAGHUBIR SINGH


